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  THE GROWTH FUNCTIONS OF NONCOMPACT
3-DIMENSIONAL HYPERBOLIC COXETER GROUPS
           WITH 4 AND 5 GENERATORS
YOHEI KOMORI AND YURIKO UMEMOTO
ABsTRAcT. We calculate the growth functions of noncompact 3-dimensional
hyperbolic Coxeter groups with 4 and 5 generators.
      1. INTRODUCTION: THE GROWTH FUNCTION fs(t) OF (r,S)
  Let (r, S) be the pair of an infinite group r and a finite set of generators
S satisfying S = S-i. Then we can define the word length es(x) of x E
r with respect to S b.y the smallest integer n 2 O for which there exist
Sl, S2,''' , Sn E S such that x = sl s2 ••' sn. For x, y E I", set ds (x, y) :=
es(x-iy). Then ds becomes a metric on r and the left multiplication of an
element of T on r itself becomes an isometry of the metric space (T, ds).
  The groivth fzcnction fs(t) of (r,S) is the formal power series 2ew=oaictk
where ak is the number of elements g E r satisfying es(g) = k.
  Since the cardinality of r is infinite and that of S is finite, the growth rate
of (r,S) w := limsupk-,. YZiZ; is bigger than or equal to 1 while it is less
than or equal to the cardinality ISi ofS, since ak S ISIk, i.e. 1 S w S ISi. B.y
means of Cauchy-Hadamard formula, the radius of convergence R of fs(t) is
the reciprocal of w, i.e. 1/ISI S R S 1. Therefore fs(t) is not only a formal
power series but also an analytic function of t E <C on the disk ltl < R.
  T is said to be of exponential growth if w > 1. The notion of exponential
growth is independent from the choice of S ([5]). Milnor proved the following
fundamental result for the growth rate: the fundainental group Ti(X) ofa
compact Riemannian manifold X is of exponential growth if all sectional
curvatures of X are strictly negative ([101).
  We remark that the growth function of the direct porduct (Ci Å~ G2, Si U
S2) of (Gi, Si) and (G2, S2) is the product of growth functions of (Gi, Si)
and (G2, S2), i•e• fs,us2 (t) = fSi (t)•fS2 (t)•
2. HYPERBOLIC COXETER GROUPS
2.1. Hyperbolic Coxeter groups and their growth functions. A con-
vex polyhedron P of finite volume in the n-dimensional hyperbolic space H"
is called a Coxeter polyhedron if its dihedral angles are the integer parts of
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T. Any Coxeter polyhedron is a fundamental domain of the discrete group
r generated by S the reflections with respects to its facets. We call (r, S) a
n-dimensional hyperbolic Coxeter grozLp. In particular when P is a (gener-
alized) simplex of H", (r,S) is also called a (generalized? simplex reflection
gromp ([12]). From now oii we assume that (r,S) is a hyperbolic Coxeter
group. In this case the growth function fs(t) which is ana}ytic on ltl < R ex-
tends to a rational function P(t)/Q(t) on C by analytic continuation where
P(t),Q(t) E ZIt] are relatively prime: in practice there are formulas due
to Solomon and Steinberg to calculate the rational function P(t)/Q(t) from
the Coxeter diagram of (r,S) ([14, 15]. See also [6]).
Theorem 1. (Solomon's formula:?
The grozvth function fs(t) of an irreducible sphericaZ Coxeter group (r,S)
can be written as fs(t) == Ilij--i[m, +1] where [n] := 1+t+•••+t"-i and
{mi, m2,•••,mk} is the set of exponents of (r, S).
  We give explicitly the growth functions of irreducible spherical Coxeter












TABLE 1. The growth functions ofirreducible spherical Cox-
eter groups
Theorem 2. (Steinberg's formiLla?
Let (r, S) be a hyperbolic Coxeter group. Let us denote the Coxeter subgroiLp
of (r,S) generated by the subset Tg S by (rT,T), and denote its growth
,function by fT(t). Set jrr = {T g S : rT is finite }. Then
                     f.(l-i)=.2,.(7i)l;1
  In this case, t = R is a pole of fs(t) on the circle ltl == R. Hence R is a
real zero of the denominator Q(t) closest to the origin O E <C of all zeros of
Q(t). Solomon's formula implies that P(O) == 1. Hence ao == 1 implies that
Q(O) = 1. Moreover de Ia Harpe proved that r is of exponential growth, i.e.
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w > 1 ([4]). Therefore w > 1, the reciprocal of R, becomes a real algebraic
integer whose conjugates have moduli less than or equal to the modulus of
w. If t == R is a unique zero of Q(t) with the smallest modulus, then w > 1 is
a real algebraic integer whose conjugates have moduli less than the moduius
of w: such an algebraic integer is called a Perron niLmber.
  The growth function fs(t) of a eocompact hyperbolic Coxeter group with
Coxeter generators has special symmetries: Serre and Charney-Davis proved
that for cocompact n-dimensional hyperbolic Coxeter groups, fs(t) is Te-
ciprocal, i.e. fs(1/t) == fs(t) when n is even, and anti-recipTocal, i.e.
fs(1/t) = -fs(t) when n is odd ([13, 2]). But in general we can expect
neither reciprocal nor anti--reciprocal properties for noncompact hyperbolic
Coxeter groups.
2.2. Low dimensional cases. For low dimensional cocompact hyperbolic
Coxeter groups, the denominator Q(t) of fs(t) has more special properties:
a Sale"z number is a real algebraic integer T > 1 such that 7'i is an algebraic
conjugate of T and all algebraic conjugates of 7- other than 7 and 7'-i lie on
the unit circle. The monic irreducible polynomial over Z of a Salem number
is called a Salem polynomial. For two and three dimensional cocompact
hyperbolic Coxeter groups, Cannon-Wagraich and Parry showed that Q(t)
is a product of distinct irreducible cyclotomic polynomials (possibly none)
and exactly one Salem polynomial. In particular the growth rate w is a
Salem number. ([1, 11]). From the definition, a Salem number is a Perron
number.
  Kellerhals and Perren calculated growth functions of four dimensional co-
compact hyperbolic Coxeter groups with five and six generators and showed
that Salem polynomials do not appear as factors of denominators. They
also checked that w is a Perron number numerically. ([8]).
  For noncompact case, Floyd proved that the growth rate (v of two di-
mensional noncompact hyperbolic Coxeter groups is a Pisot- VijayaTaghavan
niLmber, where a real algebraic integer T > 1 is called a Pisot-Vija.yaraghavan
number if algebraic conjugates of T other than T lie in the unit disk ([3]).
From the definition, a Pisot-Vija.yaraghavan number is also a Perron num-
ber. In practice Floyd showed that for any two dimensional noncompact
hyperbolic Coxeter group (T, S), there exists a sequence of two di]nensional
cocompact hyperbolic Coxeter groups whose growth rates, which are Salem
numbers, converges the growth rate w of (r,S) to conclude that w is a
Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number.
  In this paper we start to go to the next stage: we calculate growth func-
tions of three dimensional noncompact hyperbolic Coxeter groups with four
and five generators. The three dimensional noncompact hyperbolic Coxeter
groups with four generators were classified by Lann6r ([9]) (see Table 2) alld
with five generators by Tumarkin (i16j) (see Table 3). We represent their
classifications in terms of Coxeter diagram since any Coxeter polyhedron P
can be represented by its Coxeter diagram: the nodes of a Coxeter diagram
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correspond to the facets of P. Two nodes are joined by a m-labeled edge
if the corresponding dihedral angle is equal to 7r/m. It is a custom to omit
labeling for m = 3 and omit putting an edge for m = 2. If the corresponding
facets are parallel the nodes are joined by a bold edge.
4 5 6































I= 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
3. 5-generators
                    3. GROWTH FUNCTIONS
  Now we shall show the way to calculate the growth functions.
first diagram in Table 2.
This is the
  There are two non-isomorphic Coxeter subgroups with three generators
and two non-isomorphic Coxeter subgroups with two generators. Their cor-
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Also there are 4 Coxeter subgroups with one generator, i.e. of type Ai. By
Theorem 2 we have that
        '
          1 -2 -1 4 2 -4     fs(t-i) = [2,3,4] + [2,2, 3] + [2,3] + [2,2] + fit] +1•
This yields the growth function
               f.(t) -, (t +,l)Eti,l,g)fti -+ l,+ i).
  The growth functions for the other three dimensional noncompact hyper-
bolic Coxeter groups with four generators are given below. We remark that






(t + 1)(t2 + 1)(t2 + t+ 1)
(t - 1)(t4 + t3 + t2 +t- 1)
typeofsubgroup number
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fs(t) ..
(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
fs(t) =








(t + 1)3(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)(t4 - t3 + t2 -t+ 1)









(t + 1)2(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1) (t2 -t + 1)(t2 +t+ 1)






(1 + t)3(1 + t2)










(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)
(t - 1)(t5 + t3 +t - 1)
pa4
type of subgroup








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)







(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)
(t - 1)(t6 + t5 + t4 + t3 + t2 +t - 1)
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(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)









(t + 1)2 (t2 - t + 1) (t2 + t + l)








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)










(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
(t - 1)(t7 + t6 + t5 + t4 - 1)










(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1) (t2 + t+ 1)
















(t + 1)3(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
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fs(t) ..
fS(t) ..
(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t + 1)(t2 + t+ 1)
fs(t) ..








(t + 1)3(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)(t4 - t3 + t2 -t+ 1)







(t + l)2(t2 . t+ 1)(t2 + t+ 1)
(t - 1)(3t5 + t4 + t3 + t2 +t- 1)
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fs(t) ..
(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1) (t2 + t+ 1)









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ l)








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)
fs(t) ..








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1) (t2 + t+ 1)
fs(t) =









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)
GROUPS







(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)







fs(t) ,= (t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 -t+ 1)
fS(t) ..








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t + 1)
(t - 1)(t6 + t5 + 2t4 + t3 + t2 + 2t - 1)








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)






(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)











(t• + 1)3(t•2 - t + 1)(tr2 + t• + 1)(t•` H t3 + t2 - t + 1)(t4 + t3 + t• 2 +t+ 1)








fs(t) = (t + 1)3(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)(t4 - t3 + t2 -t+ 1)(t - 1)(t9 + t8 + 2t6 + t4 + t3 + 2t - 1)



















(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)(t4 - t3 + t2 - t+ 1)





















  The growth functions for three dimensional noncompact hyperbolic Cox-
eter groups with five generators are given below, where the first line (k, l, m, n)
or (k,l,m) of each table represents the Coxeter diagram in Table 3. We re-









(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 +t+ 1)











(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1) (t2 + t+ 1)








(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
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(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 -t+ 1)(t4 - t3 + t2 -t+ 1)




























































(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)








(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
(t - 1)(2t7 + t6 + 4t5 + t4 + 3t3 + 2t - 1)
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fs (t) =










(t + 1)3(t2 + 1)(t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
fs(t) =








(t + 1)3(t2 + 1) (t2 -t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)








(t + 1)3(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)







(t + 1)2(t2 - t+ 1)(t2 +t+ 1)
(t - 1)(4t5 + t4 + 2t3 + t2 + 2t - 1)
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